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Key features of FIFA 22 include: * The introduction of ball physics – every time you shoot or head the ball, the
ball physics will adapt to your shot movement. * Increased motion capture data – FIFA 22 allows you to

simulate more players and more ball movement with unprecedented accuracy. * New ball formations and game
modes – make every shot count in a variety of new FIFA 22 game modes and tactical challenges. Latest Game
Features: * FIFA Ultimate Team Receive an additional FUT boost of 30 coins when creating a new account or
logging into an existing account with more than 10 total coins. * Pro Clubs Play the inaugural FIFA Pro Clubs

match in FIFA Ultimate Team, featuring the new captains and head coaches of this new FIFA franchise mode. *
Three New Game Modes Combine the best features of the FIFA Career mode and Ultimate Team to create your
ultimate team in three new game modes: Open Draft, Drafting Battles and Trading Battles. * Dynamic Finishing
FIFA 22 introduces dynamic finishing. As you run the ball through the six key phases of finishing, the approach

of other players on the pitch is going to change. This makes it more of a challenge for players to succeed at
finishing and create your own opportunities for scoring. Exclusive New Features * Leaderboard Challenge

yourself and your friends on the FIFA 22 Leaderboards. Whether you’re aiming for the Premier League Top 10
or the All-Stars Challenge Top 5 – the Leaderboard will show you where you need to improve. * MyClub (Player

Cards) Create your own Ultimate Players with all the attributes you want and transfer them using the card
system. * Leaderboards Challenge yourself and your friends on the FIFA 22 Leaderboards. Whether you’re

aiming for the Premier League Top 10 or the All-Stars Challenge Top 5 – the Leaderboard will show you where
you need to improve. * New Players The UEFA Superstars of the past are back and in FIFA 22 you will be able to
take on roles such as Luis Figo or Michael Owen in the FIFA Ultimate Team – and face them on the pitch in the

new Player Battles mode. * New Player Stratifications Create new alternative player formations and tactical
challenges to have a balanced team. * New Player Strat
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Fifa 22 Features Key:

New Commentary in English and Brazilian Portuguese.
Groundbreaking Motion Capture allow for much more realistic and accurate animations.
Record 22 professional players. They are modeled after their real-life counterparts, including all their
unique attributes like height, body proportions, speed and power. Realistic discussions with the
professional players will ensure realistic visuals and animations in the game. For instance, you will be
able to experience the strength of DaMarcus Beasley as well as his individual, physical qualities for
yourself.
Brand-new stadiums including Sao Paulo Allianz
Exclusive player graphics that can be customized to your liking
Fluid controls with advanced D-Pad, touchpad and mouse controls
Multiple game modes
FIFA Ultimate Team
Single player Career mode
Online modes allow you to play with friends or the world. Play via game invites, club ladder and chat
Concurrent online multiplayer is fully supported in all modes for up to 4 on multi-monitor systems.
Exclusive Champions League mode
Exclusive International friendly mode
Xbox Live Gold Membership required
* Improved European stadiums to support 24-player online match
FIFA 22 is now on Xbox 360, PlayStation 3 and PC
New camera locations for game environments
All-new 3D faces create lifelike expressions
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FIFA is the world’s leading videogame franchise, delivering unprecedented authenticity and innovation across
the entire genre and in more than 150 countries around the world. Never before has a videogame franchise
generated its own worldwide cultural phenomenon with a dedicated global fan base. FIFA’s inclusion in the
Guinness World Records™ as the most downloaded videogame of all time reflects the sheer passion of fans
who play the game and strive to recreate the sport like no other. EA SPORTS FIFA is the biggest videogame
publisher in the world with its signature FIFA and other premier soccer videogames. What is FIFA 2K? It’s not
often that EA SPORTS technology is used to help bring a videogame franchise back from the dead. But that’s
just what EA SPORTS FIFA 2K (subtitle 2K20) is doing. The FIFA video game franchise was first released on the
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Sony PlayStation® platform in September of 2001. “The popularity of the ‘FIFA’ franchise is a testament to
what soccer games can achieve,” said Matt Bilbey, Executive Vice President, EA SPORTS. “The fans make it a
better experience for them and deliver incredible emotions. And for today’s youth soccer players, ‘FIFA’ is a

major part of being young and growing up. ‘FIFA 2K’ will bring the fun back to the game and help us all make
the game about soccer and players instead of box numbers.” Now, we know that a lot of you are fans of the
running game and hope that the FIFA series can bring that back to the players, because there’s no question

that good real-world running is central to the success of the FIFA gameplay experience – and that running will
be key to 2K20. We are again excited to introduce a new running engine and set of controls that will allow

players to truly feel the speed, power and balance of top-level athleticism. We have also taken the opportunity
to completely update how the game looks and feels by delivering a completely new engine that opens the door

for a host of new features that will represent the sport of soccer like never before. This year FIFA looks and
feels like the real deal. Starting with a visual overhaul, FIFA 2K uses the latest in game engine technology in

order to make sure players get every element of the game right – from new, top-down view to realistic lighting
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Create the ultimate squad of professional footballers and unleash their skills on FIFA Ultimate Team. Put
together the very best team of players that you’ve been craving for. Over 100 new Ultimate Team cards, a new

Ultimate Draft mode and the first FIFA pack challenge in more than a decade. EA SPORTS Football SOCIAL
FEATURES Create Your Own Personal Squad – Create your own team of amateur footballers and make them the
best in the world. With a number of team kits, stars, and much more, create the ultimate team to dominate the

game. The game has scored a new level of realism with features like the Touch Screen Shot Controls. One
example of this is the ability to change the speed of the ball with a flick of the finger. Touch-screen combined

with the FIFA Touch Controller will allow gamers to perfectly control the ball and play the game more like a real
soccer match. EA SPORTS Football also introduces a new Cover View. The Cover View provides a dynamic

perspective of each match as the game is presented in television style, featuring both technical camera and
creative camera angles, which allow fans to see what they’ve been missing in FIFA. CSS Transforms Test: SVG

presentation attribute with background-image and linear-gradient
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